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A major limitation of any type of microscope is the penetration depth in turbid tissue. Here, we demonstrate a fundamentally novel kind of fluorescence microscope that images through optically thick turbid layers. The microscope uses scattered light, rather than light propagating along a straight path, for imaging with sub-wavelength resolution. Our method uses constructive interference to focus scattered laser light through the turbid layer. Microscopic fluorescent structures behind the layer were imaged by raster-scanning the focus. © 2010 Optical Society of America
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The fluorescence microscope has become an indispensable tool in any biological or medical laboratory. The development of fluorescent genetic constructs [1] has revolutionized cellular and developmental biology, and in-vivo fluorescent markers are playing an increasing role in biomedical imaging [2]. Currently, one of the main limitations of even the most advanced microscopes is the penetration depth in turbid materials [3]. This limitation is fundamentally due to the fact that inside a turbid medium small particles and imperfections scatter the light before it reaches the desired image plane.

There are tremendous ongoing efforts in improving the imaging depth and resolution of fluorescence microscopes. Historically, two approaches can be identified. The first is to form an image using the fraction of the light that is not scattered. This so-called ballistic light propagates along a straight line and converges to a sharp focus. The difficulty lies in rejecting or reducing the undesired contribution of the scattered light. Notable examples of this category are confocal fluorescence microscopy and multi-photon microscopy [4].

The second approach is to record the scattered light and then use advanced inversion schemes to reconstruct the fluorescent structure. This way it is possible to image up to
tens of centimeters deep in, for instance, human tissue \[5\], or resolve mesoscopic details in developing fruit flies \[6\]. However, the very nature of these methods limits the resolution: details with sizes comparable to the wavelength of the light cannot be resolved.

In parallel to these research efforts, methods were developed to focus laser light through turbid materials. Recent examples include turbidity suppression through optical phase conjugation \[7\], time reversal of electromagnetic radiation \[8\], and spatial wavefront shaping \[9,10\]. These methods have in common that the incident wave is shaped spatially and/or temporally to match the exact scattering behavior of the material. The shaped wave scatters in such a way that it interferes constructively at the desired point, effectively creating a focus. Since it is interference of the scattered light forming the focus, these methods can be summarized as ‘interferometric focusing’, as opposed to the geometric focusing of a lens.

Here we demonstrate experimentally the first scanning fluorescence microscope based on interferometric focusing. Our technique, called scattered light fluorescence microscopy (SLFM) uses scattered light to form an image with sub-wavelength resolution. The principle of SLFM is depicted in Fig. 1. Given a fluorescent structure that is hidden behind a turbid layer, conventional imaging fails because all incident light is scattered by the layer (Fig. 1a). First, one of the above mentioned methods is used to interferometrically focus the light through the scattering layer (Fig. 1b). Once the focus is formed, the incident wave uniquely matches the microscopic structure of the layer. Thus the focus is lost when the layer is moved. However, we found that, as a result of the optical memory effect, \[11–13\] the focus survives when the incident beam is rotated. For the purpose of microscopy, this effect allows raster-scanning the focus by tilting the incident wave (Fig. 1c). When the focus scans over a fluorescent particle, the total amount of fluorescence emitted by the sample peaks. This way, we are able to image fluorescent structures right through the scattering layer. Moreover, because the excitation light is focused sharply, the structures are resolved at high resolution, even when the fluorescent light is diffuse.

In our experiment we used spatial wavefront shaping \[9\] to form the initial focus. The incident light wave is shaped with a spatial light modulator (SLM). For a specific configuration of the SLM, the light will focus through the scattering layer. To find this configuration, a simple feedback algorithm \[9\] programs the SLM to maximize the intensity in the desired focal point. Although wavefront shaping has conceptual and instrumental similarities with adaptive optics, wavefront shaping is essentially a single-wavelength optical method, designed for a situation that is rarely considered in adaptive optics \[14\]: that of strong multiple scattering and diffraction on sub-wavelength-sized particles.

In this first demonstration of SLF microscopy we used feedback from a microscope that was placed behind the sample and, therefore, had direct optical access to the focal plane. Eventually, the initial focus would be created without optical access, for instance by using
a recently demonstrated technique that uses fluorescence from an embedded particle as feedback [15].

The schematic of our prototype SLF microscope is depicted in Fig. 1d. A polarized laser beam (Spectra-Physics Cyan 40 mW, 488 nm) is expanded and passes through a galvometer scanner (General Scanning LDS-07-OH). The exit aperture of the scanner is imaged onto a computer controlled SLM (Holoeye HEO 1080 P reflective phase only modulator). A lens and a 10× microscope objective (Zeiss A-Plan 10×/0.25) image the surface of the SLM onto the sample surface. Note that even without scattering layer no focus would be formed. The feedback signal for forming the initial focus comes from a CCD camera that monitors the intensity in a 235 nm-radius spot at the back surface of the sample. This signal is used only for creating the initial focus.

After the focus is formed, we scan it over an area of $24 \times 24 \, \mu m^2$ by tilting the incident beam with the scanner. A photomultiplier tube behind the sample measures the total amount of fluorescence coming from the scanned area. A Semrock GFP-3035B filter set was used to reject the pump light. The scan signal is converted to an image and filtered with a 2-dimensional low pass filter to reduce photomultiplier noise. Forming the focus and scanning each take about 15 minutes, which currently limits the method to solid samples.

We tested the SLF microscope on a sample consisting of a 5.1 ± 1.1 μm-thick layer of zinc oxide pigment (average particle diameter 200 nm) on a 1-mm-thick glass slide. This opaque white layer has a transport mean free path of 0.75 ± 0.15 μm, as derived from total transmission measurements. No transmitted ballistic light could be observed. A structure consisting of green fluorescent particles (Thermo Scientific 200 nm diameter polystyrene Firefli-dyed nanobeads) was placed at 1 mm behind the scattering layer, that is, on the other side of the glass slide.

Figure 2a shows a reference image of the fluorescent structure, taken from the back of the sample with a widefield fluorescence microscope. The structure is about 14 μm wide and has details that are smaller than the wavelength (488 nm) of the excitation light. Since the scattering layer is far thicker than the mean free path, conventional imaging through the layer is not possible. When one tries to image the structure with a fluorescence microscope, only a diffuse spot can be seen, as is shown in Figure 2b. Imaging with a confocal microscope did not work because the pinhole in the microscope rejected all scattered light, leaving no signal at all.

Fig. 2c shows the image that was obtained using SLF microscopy. Our method produces a high-resolution, high-contrast image of the fluorescent structure, where both widefield fluorescence microscopy and confocal microscopy fail. The scan image matches the reference image qualitatively very well. The distribution of the intensity differs slightly between the two images, possibly because of a slight focus drift between the measurements. Figure 2c
thus shows that it is possible to image right through a turbid layer without suffering from the effects of scattering.

To determine the resolution of the SLF microscope, we use a sample where the fluorescent beads have not clustered together. The scattering layer on this sample was even thicker than in the sample discussed above ($L = 12.1 \, \mu m$). The resulting image is shown in Fig. 3a: the three beads are resolved sharply. Fig. 3b shows the intensity profile of one of the beads. The profile has a full width at half maximum of 0.6 $\mu m$. Already without compensating for the 200 nm diameter of the fluorescent bead itself, this result gives the microscope a resolving power of 300 nm, i.e. smaller than the wavelength of the light (488 nm). This resolution is comparable to that of a widefield fluorescence microscope in a perfectly clear medium. Imaging at such a high resolution through a scattering medium with a thickness of 16 mean free paths is unprecedented. Clearly, the turbid layer does not reduce the resolution of the image. In fact, since the light is focused by the turbid layer itself, the sharpness of the focus is not limited by the microscope objective in any way [16] and the resolution of a SLF microscope can, in principle, exceed that of the objective it uses.

The field of view of the microscope is determined by the angular range of the memory effect. The angle at which the focus intensity has decreased by a factor of $e$ is in the order of $\alpha \approx \lambda/(2\pi L)$ [12,13]. Here, $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the excitation light and $L$ is the thickness of the scattering layer. It follows that SLF microscopy has the maximum field of view in an ‘egg’ geometry with the object of interest far behind a thin scattering layer. For the 5.1 $\mu m$-thick sample we expect a scan range of $\pm 15 \, \mu m$.

We have reported a fundamentally new approach to imaging in turbid media. SLF microscopy is able to image fluorescent structures hidden behind optically thick layers of scattering material. Our microscope resolves details with sub-wavelength accuracy through turbid layers of up to 16 transport mean free paths thick. At the moment, the main limitation of SLF microscopy is the need for access to the focal plane to construct the initial focus. This limitation can be overcome by using a recently demonstrated technique where the fluorescence of an embedded probe particle is used as feedback for the wavefront shaping procedure [15]. Combining this known technology with our SLF microscope will make it possible to perform truly non-invasive fluorescence imaging through extremely turbid layers. Areas of application include imaging of development processes, which typically take place inside egg, larval or pupal shells, as well as non-biological imaging of features inside structured materials or microscopic devices.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Principle of scattered light fluorescence microscopy. (a) A turbid layer blocks a fluorescent structure from sight, all incident light is scattered. (b) Using interferometric focusing (e.g., phase conjugation or wavefront shaping) scattered light is made to focus through the layer. (c) Imaging: the focus follows rotations of the incident beam. The hidden structure is imaged by scanning the focus. (d) Experimental setup. A laser beam is raster-scanned and its wavefront is shaped with a spatial light modulator (SLM). Dotted lines are conjugate planes. For ease of view, the SLM is drawn as a transmissive device and folding mirrors are omitted.
Fig. 2. (Color online) Dense cluster of 200-nm-diameter fluorescent beads. (a) Seen directly (from the back of the sample) with a widefield fluorescence microscope, no scattering layer between the structure and the microscope. (b) Seen through the 5.1 μm-thick scattering layer with a widefield fluorescence microscope. The structure lies 1 mm below the layer. Only a diffuse spot, much larger than the fluorescent structure, is visible. Square box: area scanned with the SLF microscope. (c) Seen through the scattering layer with the SLF microscope. The structure is clearly visible at a high resolution. The image was mirrored for ease of comparison with (a).
Fig. 3. (Color online) Resolution of the SLF microscope. (a) SLFM image of three 200-nm-diameter fluorescent beads, seen through a 12.1 µm layer of zinc oxide pigment. Scale bar is 1 µm. (b) Intensity profile of the lower right spot, indicating the resolution.